We're in it for the long haul.

Crowley’s new Ocean Class tugs crush the challenges of larger, heavier loads with longer, faster tows that lessen the impact on our environment.

- Over 250,000 gallons of fuel capacity and impressive fuel efficiency – cross oceans without interruption and arrive with fuel to spare.

- Fuel monitoring and accountability management system and fuel-efficient Tier II marine engines (upgradable to Tier IV) ensure fuel optimization for any weather or sea state.

- Certified “green passport” vessel with double hulled construction and zero fluids discharge.

- All that plus 10,800 HP with 165 MT bollard pull; Dynamic Positioning; FIFI 1 rated and US Flagged.

For more information on the Ocean Class Series, contact Mike Rampolla at (281) 774-5415 or visit crowley.com/ocean.